Evan Malone, M.D. Joins Zarzaur Law, P.A.

Dr. Malone joins as full time medical expert

PENSACOLA, Fla. (June 15, 2020) — Zarzaur Law, P.A. announces the addition of Evan Malone, M.D. to the firm. Dr. Malone joins the firm as the firm’s full time medical expert. Dr. Malone has been a part time medical consultant to the firm since 2012. The firm’s business has increased over the last several years and its concentration on medical malpractice cases has necessitated more time from Dr. Malone.

Dr. Malone, a Board Certified Internal Medicine Physician, will continue to bring experience, knowledge, and expertise as an essential part of the Zarzaur Law, P.A. team on a full time basis. His work with the firm not only provides expert medical advice to our attorneys and legal staff, he also advocates for public safety with Board Certified Civil Trial Lawyer Joe Zarzaur through Zarzaur Law’s ZTV video series on its YouTube Channel.

Dr. Malone’s expertise provides a full suite of consulting services to include medical record chronologies and case analysis for medical malpractice cases. Zarzaur Law, PA will offer these services as well for referral attorneys and firms needing guidance and insight on potential medical malpractice cases. Dr. Malone has been involved in a number of multi-million dollar settlements with the firm prior to coming on full time. He is also available as a resource to the firm’s injured clients to assist them with understanding the science behind their treatment and recovery.

Dr. Evan Malone graduated from The University of Cincinnati College of Medicine in 2003 before beginning his residency in Internal Medicine at The Jewish Hospital of Cincinnati. He was the recipient of the Jewish Hospital of Cincinnati Internal Medicine Resident of the Year in 2004-2005. His work
experience includes Physician Advisory work in regards to medical necessity, acute treatment of hospitalized patients, along with his work as a Research Assistant with human genetic diseases while at The Ohio State University. He was re-certified by The American Board of Internal Medicine in 2016.

In his quest for promoting personal health and well-being, Dr. Malone is an accomplished Ironman triathlete with more than 20 completions, including Ironman World Championship in Kona, Hawaii, 8 time marathon finisher, including the Boston Marathon, a Past President of Tri Gulf Coast, the region’s premier program for multi-sport athletes, recipient of the Tri Gulf Coast Mentor of the Year Award and Pensacola Sports Foundation Volunteer of the Year Award in 2016.
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About Zarzaur Law, P.A.

Joe Zarzaur is a Board Certified Civil Trial Attorney whose firm is dedicated to promoting community safety since 2007. OUR AREAS OF PRACTICE: Serious Personal Injury, Product Defect, Auto Accidents, Cycling Accidents, Medical Malpractice, Motor Vehicle Accidents, Products Liability, Wrongful Death, Boat and Jet Ski Accidents, Slip and Fall Injuries, and more. Licensed in Alabama and Florida.

www.zarzaurlaw.com